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project# sponsors" for" the" sole" purpose" of" implementing" the" project." The" project" sponsors" hold" equity" in" the" project" company," but" the" project" company's" main" source" of" finance" is" debt." The" project" sponsors," generally" with" the" help" of" a" financial" advisor," seek" debt" financing"from"one"or"more"lenders.
10 " " Unlike" traditional" finance," where" loans" are" made" on" the" basis" of" the" borrower's" existing" assets"and"credit"rating,"project"finance"loans"are"made"on"the"basis"of"the"expected"value" of" a" project" -" a" project" that" may" not" be" completed" on" time," or" at" all." This" creates" considerable" risk" for" lenders," which" they" seek" to" mitigate" by" carrying" out" extensive" due" diligence"and"by"closely"monitoring"the"project's"development.
11 " " Through"much"of"the"mid@to@late"twentieth"century"in"the"West,"the"risks"associated"with" the"construction"of"large"infrastructure"projects"were"borne"by"governments,"which"built" and" operated" these" projects" through" government@owned" enterprises." Beginning" in" the" 1980s," however," these" governments" came" to" adopt" the" view," rooted" in" neoclassical" economics," that" the" best" way" to" spur" economic" growth" would" be" to" shrink" the" size" of" government" to" make" room" for" private" entrepreneurship" and" innovation." To" this" end," governments"began"to"stop"using"public"funds"to"pay"for"projects"and"instead"contracted" private"companies"to"build"and"operate"them"with"private"financing. 12 " " This" approach" filtered" into" the" international" arena," where" the" World" Bank" increasingly" encouraged"LDC"borrowers"to"use"project"finance"to"develop"infrastructure.
13
"Financing"for" these" projects" came" largely" from" export" credit" agencies" run" by" developed" country" governments," the" World" Bank" and" its" private" lending" arm," the" International" Finance" Corporation"(IFC),"along"with"commercial"banks. 14 "" " NGOs" focused" on" human" rights" and" environmental" advocacy" drew" public" attention" to" several"projects"funded"by"these"lenders"that,"in"their"view,"provided"a"means"for"private" 10 "Id."at"sections"4.1,"4.3,"5.1@5.2." 11 "Id.#at"section"8.2." 12 "Id.#at"section"2.1."
13 " Philippe" Benoit," Project# Finance# at# the# World# Bank:# An# Overview# of# Policies# and# Instruments" (World" Bank" Technical" Paper" No." 312," January" 1996) ," available" at:" http://www.worldbank.org" (last" accessed:" 1" December" 2012)." "" "
"""" [Vol."13"No."12 1526" G e r m a n " L a w " J o u r n a l " enterprise" to" reap" significant" profits" by" taking" advantage" of" lax" environmental" and" labor" standards"in"LDCs.
15
"One"of"their"central"targets"in"the"early"to"mid@1990s"was"the"Three" Gorges" Dam," a" hydroelectric" power" generation" project" sponsored" by" the" Chinese" government.
16
"It"had"been"projected"that"the"dam"would"flood"560"km"(350"miles)"of"river" canyon"and"displace"1.3"million"people,"but"the"Chinese"government"had"no"clear"plan"in" place"to"address"these"effects.
17
"NGOs'"first"major"victory"came"in"1995,"when"the"Clinton" White"House"instructed"the"U.S."export"credit"agency"to"decline"to"finance"the"dam.
18
"The" World"Bank"also"distanced"itself"from"the"project.
19 " " NGOs"soon"turned"their"attention"to"the"commercial"banks"that"subsequently"committed" to" finance" the" project," targeting" several" major" banks" for" "naming" and" shaming"" campaigns.
20
" Banks" financing" other" projects" posing" significant" environmental" social" risks," such" as" the" Chad@Cameroon" oil" pipeline," were" also" targeted.
21
" Bank" officials," fearing" the" effect"these"campaigns"would"have"on"their"employers'"reputations,"were"quick"to"respond" 17 "See"Paul"Lewis,"Export#Agency#Likely#to#Deny#China#Dam#Aid,"N.Y."TIMES,"14"October"1995,"at"1;"International" Rivers" Network" &" Human" Rights" in" China," Major# Problems# Found# in# Three# Gorges# Settlement# Program" (1998)," available"at:"http://www.hrichina.org"(last"accessed:"1"December"2012)."
18 "Lewis,"id." 19 "Shai"Oster,# Reservoir# of# Fear:# In# China,# New#Risks#Emerge#at#Giant#Three#Gorges#Dam," WALL" ST." J.,"29"August" 2007,"at"A.1." 20 " Andrew" Hardenbrook," The# Equator# Principles:# The# Private# Financial# Sector's# Attempt# at# Environmental# Responsibility," 40" VAND." J." TRANSNAT'L" L." 197," 205@206." The" Rainforest" Action" Network's" four" year" naming" and" shaming"campaign"against"Citigroup"has"been"cited"as"" [o] ne"of"the"most"documented"and"successful"advocacy" campaigns"" of" this" period." See" Niamh" O'Sullivan" &" Brendan" O'Dwyer," Stakeholder# perspectives# on# a# financial# sector#legitimation#process:#The#case#of#NGOs#and#the#Equator#Principles,"22"ACCT.," AUDIT'G"&"ACCOUNTAB."J."553," 562" (2009) ." See# also" Heiko" Spitzek," Innovation# and# Learning# by# Public# Discourse:# Citigroup# and# the# Rainforest# Action#Network," (Working"Paper"No."36,"Center"for"Responsible"Business,"University"of"California,"Berkeley,"2007) ." 21 "Richardson"credits"the"campaign"against"the"Chad@Cameroon" pipeline" as" being" "the" specific" catalyst"" for" the" NGO"pressure"that"led"to"the"adoption"of"the"Equator"Principles."Benjamin"Richardson,"Financing#Sustainability:# The#New#Transnational#Governance#of#Socially#Responsible#Investment,"17"YB." INT'L"ENV."L."73,"89"(2006)." 2012]""""""""""""""""""""""" """""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 1501" Do"Lenders"Make"Effective"Regulators?"
to" NGOs'" concerns.
22
" They" initially" adopted" single@firm" and" single@issue" environmental" sustainability"policies;"in"October"2002,"representatives"of"nine"commercial"banks,"joined" by"representatives"of"the"IFC,"met"in"London"to"discuss"a"more"coordinated"response.
23
" " Their"efforts"culminated"in"the"adoption"of"the"Equator"Principles"in"June"2003."Since"then," the"number"of"lenders"that"have"adopted"the"Equator"Principles"(called"Equator"Principles" Financial" Institutions," or" EPFIs)" has" grown" from" 10" to" 73." The" Equator" Principles" are" overseen" by" an" Association" whose" membership" includes" all" EPFIs;" operational" issues" are" managed" by" a" Secretariat.
24
" The" Equator" Principles" were" revised" in" 2006" (producing" "EP" II"),"and,"as"noted"in"Section"A,"a"second"revision"process"is"currently"underway."" " As" part" of" this" process," on" 13" August" 2012" the" Equator" Principles" Association" released" a" draft"of"the"revised"version"of"the"Equator"Principles"("Draft"EP"III")"for"comment.
25 "Below,"
I" summarize" Draft" EP" III," highlighting" differences" between" Draft" EP" III" and" EP" II" (which" remains"in"force)"where"these"differences"are"significant." " Draft" EP" III," like" its" predecessors," operates" by" adding" to" the" environmental" due" diligence" and"monitoring"activities"that"lenders"carry"out"as"a"matter"of"course.
"" " """" [Vol."13"No."12 1528" G e r m a n " L a w " J o u r n a l " finance"and"advisory"services"where"total"project"capital"costs"total"US$10"million"or"more," along" with" project@related" corporate" loans" and" bridge" loans" that" meet" certain" additional" thresholds.
27 " " The" Preamble" to" Draft" EP" III" appears" to" offer" dual" justifications" for" mitigating" the" environmental"and"social"risks"posed"by"projects."It"states"that"risk"mitigation"will"achieve" "improved"financial"…"outcomes""for"lenders,"but"it"also"implies"that"risk"mitigation"efforts" are"part"of"a"general"obligation"on"the"part"of"lenders"to"act"responsibly"and"in"accordance" with" social" norms," reflected" in" international" law" and" other" emerging" standards.
28 " The" central" pledge" made" by" EPFIs" can" also" be" found" in" the" Preamble:" "[w]e" will" not" provide" Project" related" loans" and" Project" Finance" Advisory" services" …" [that" fit" the" criteria" mentioned" above]" to" Projects" where" the" borrower" will" not," or" is" unable" to" comply" with," the"Equator"Principles."
29 " " The"first"seven"Equator"Principles"outline"due"diligence"obligations"to"be"completed"prior" to" the" signing" of" a" loan" agreement." Under" Principle" 1," lenders" commit" to" review" project" proposals"submitted"by"prospective"borrowers"and"categorize"them"according"to"standards" developed"by"the"IFC"for"measuring"the"environmental"and"social"risks"posed"by"proposed" projects."Projects"falling"under"Category"A"(posing""significant"adverse""risk)"and"Category" B"(posing""limited""risk)"are"singled"out"for"further"review.
30 " " Under" Principle" 2," the" lender" will" begin" this" review" process" by" requiring" the" prospective" borrower" to" conduct" an" "adequate," accurate" and" objective"" assessment" (the" "Assessment")" of" the" project's" risks" and" "propose" measures" to" prevent," mitigate" and" manage"" these" risks. 31 " Principle" 3" sets" out" the" standards" used" to" measure" these" risks."
27 "Draft"EP"III"would"apply"to""Project@Related"Corporate"Loans""where""i."the"loan"is"related"to"a"single"Project,"ii."
the" total" aggregate" loan" amount" is" at" least" US$100" million," iii." the" EPFI's" individual" Initial" Exposure" is" at" least" US$50" million," iv." the" loan" tenor" is" at" least" two" years," and" v." the" borrower" has" Effective" Operational" Control" (either"direct"or"indirect)"over"the"Project,""along"with""Bridge"Loans"with"a"tenor"of"less"than"two"years"that"are" intended"to"be"refinanced"by"a"Project"Finance"or"Project@Related"Corporate"Loan.""Id."at"Scope"statement."EP"II" does"not"apply"to"bridge"loans"or"project@related"corporate"loans."EQUATOR"PRINCIPLES,"at"Scope"statement" (2006)," available"at:"http://www.equator@principles.com""(last"accessed:"1"December"2012)"[hereinafter""EP"II"]."
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"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 1501" Do"Lenders"Make"Effective"Regulators?" Projects" in" High" Income" OECD" countries 32 "are"assessed"in"accordance"with"local"law,"and"
are"exempt"from"Principles"2"and"4@6.
33
"All"other"projects"are"assessed"with"reference"to" the" IFC" Performance" Standards 34 " and" Environmental," Health" and" Safety" Guidelines
35
" in" addition"to"local"law.
36 " " Under" Principle" 4," the" lender" will" require" the" borrower," working" from" the" findings" and" recommendations" made" in" the" Assessment," to" prepare" (1)" an" Environmental" and" Social" Management" Plan" (ESMP)" setting" out" measures" the" borrower" will" take" to" ensure" compliance" with" the" applicable" standards," and" (2)" an" Environmental" and" Social" Management" System" (ESMS)," which" describes" how" the" borrower" will" monitor" for" additional"risks"over"the"course"of"the"project."If"the"lender"concludes"that"the"ESMP"does" not"establish"compliance"with"the"applicable"standards,"the"lender"and"the"borrower"are"to" agree"to"additional"mitigating"measures"laid"out"in"an"Action"Plan"(AP).
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Principles" 5@7" outline" additional" due" diligence" processes" to" be" carried" out" for" Category" A" and," "as" appropriate,"" Category" B" projects." Principle" 5" states" that" the" lender" will" require" the" borrower" to" "demonstrate" effective" Stakeholder" Engagement"" with" communities" within" a" project's" area" of" influence" ("Affected" Communities")" and," where" appropriate," "Other" Stakeholders,"" such" as" NGOs" and" local" governments,
38
" before" construction" commences.
39
"Additional"standards"apply"where"a"project"will"affect"Indigenous"Peoples," equivalent"to"the"protections"afforded"to"them"under"other"international"and"transnational" standards.
40
" Under" Principle" 6," the" lender" will" require" the" borrower" to" "establish" a" grievance" mechanism" designed" to" receive" and" facilitate" resolution" of" concerns" and" grievances" about" the" Project's" environmental" and" social" performance."" Principle" 7" states" that" the" lender" will" retain" an" independent" environmental" expert" to" carry" out" an" independent"review"of"the"borrower's"compliance"with"the"Equator"Principles." " Principle" 8" describes" terms" that" the" lender" and" borrower" are" to" include" in" the" loan" agreement"after"due"diligence"is"complete."The"borrower"must"covenant"to"comply""in"all" material" respects"" with" host" country" laws," the" ESMP" and" the" AP" (if" one" has" been" prepared),"and"to"report"at"least"annually"on"its"compliance"with"these"standards.
41
"Where" the" borrower" does" not" comply" with" these" covenants," the" lender" will" "work" with" the" borrower" …" to" bring" the" Project" back" into" compliance" to" the" extent" feasible,"" or," if" such" efforts" do" not" succeed" "within" an" agreed" grace" period,"" the" lender" may" "exercise" remedies." 42 " # 38 " This" process" of" "Stakeholder" Engagement"" entails" disclosure" by" the" borrower" of" "the" Assessment" documentation" and" the" ESMP" …" to" the" public" in" the" relevant" local" language" and" in" a" culturally" appropriate" manner.""This"process"must"also"be""free"from"external"manipulation,"interference,"coercion"and"intimidation." " See"Draft"EP"III, "id."at"Principle"5." 39 "See"Draft"EP"III,"id."at"Principle"10." 40 " Compare" EP" II," supra# note" 27," at" Principle" 5" (which" states" that" the" borrower" is" required" to" conduct" a" "free," informed,"and"prior"consultation""process);"Draft"EP"III,"id."at"Principle"5"(which,"drawing"from"the"UN"Declaration" on"the"Rights"of"Indigenous"Peoples,"infra"note"91,"requires"the"borrower"to"establish"Indigenous"Peoples'""free," prior"and"informed"consent""to"a"project)." 41 "Draft"EP"III,"id."at"Principle"8."
2012]""""""""""""""""""""""" """""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 1501" Do"Lenders"Make"Effective"Regulators?" Principle"9"imposes"an"ongoing"requirement"on"the"lender"to,"for"Category"A"projects"and," "as"appropriate,""Category"B"projects,"retain"experts 43 "to"verify"the"monitoring"information" it"supplies"to"lenders. 44 "" # Principle" 10" addresses" public" disclosure" by" borrowers" and" lenders." EP" II" states" only" that" lenders"would"make"annual"disclosure"of""transactions"screened"and"closed,"and"about"its" Equator" Principles" implementation" processes" and" experience," taking" into" account" appropriate" confidentiality" considerations." 45 " Draft" EP" III" would" expand" these" obligations" and" create" new" reporting" obligations" applying" for" borrowers," including" an" obligation" to" disclose" the" Assessment," ESMP," and" documentation" of" stakeholder" engagement" on" the" borrower's"website.
46 " " The" Draft" EP" III" seems" aimed" at" rekindling" some" of" the" enthusiasm" that" had" greeted" the" release" of" the" first" iteration" of" the" Equator" Principles" in" 2003." For" instance," one" commentator"had"expressed"hope"that"the"Equator"Principles"would"signal""the"dawn"of"a" New" Enlightenment" based" on" responsible" banking" and" fiduciary" or" sustainable" capitalism."
"" "
"""" [Vol."13"No."12 1532" G e r m a n " L a w " J o u r n a l " them" a" "helpful" springboard" from" which" financial" institutions" can" examine" and" confront" their"role"in"destructive"projects." 49 "
" Over" the" past" decade," these" hopes" have" faded." BankTrack," a" civil" society" network" that" includes" many" of" the" NGOs" that" authored" the" Collevecchio" Principles" and" that" has" monitored"the"Equator"Principles'"development,"has"expressed"frustration"with""how"little" the" Principles" have" achieved;" their" limited" effect" on" the" protection" of" the" planet's" ecosystems," and" on" the" lives" of" communities" that" are" supposed" to" be" the" prime" beneficiaries" of" the" Principles." 50 " A" strategic" review" launched" by" the" Equator" Principles" Association" found" that" representatives" of" some" lenders" have" also" become" "frustrate[d]" about" inconsistent" EP" implementation" among" EPFIs."
51 " These" representatives" worry" that" the"Equator"Principles"are""diminishing"in"brand"value""because"of"these"inconsistencies. 52 " " " C.)Do)Lenders)Make)Effective)Regulators?) " Can" these" problems" be" solved" by" working" to" improve" the" Equator" Principles," or" is" the" premise" on" which" the" Equator" Principles" are" based" -" that" lenders" can" act" as" effective" regulators"in"the"project"finance"sector"-"fundamentally"flawed?"Are"there"other"regulators" that"are"better"placed"to"accomplish"this"task?"Before"responding"to"these"questions,"it"is" necessary"to"define"some"basic"concepts,"beginning"with"regulation." " Regulation"is"the"exercise"of"control"by"one"actor"(the"regulator)"over"other"actors"through" (1)" the" setting# of# standards," (2)" the" monitoring" of" actors'" conduct," both" to" assess" compliance"and"to"determine"whether"changes"to"existing"standards"are"necessary,"and"(3)" enforcement" of" these" standards" where" compliance" is" inadequate.
53
" Unlike" more" direct" forms" of" control," such" as" state" ownership" of" a" company" or" industry," regulation" can" be" tailored"to"extend"control"only"so"far"as"necessary"to"achieve"the"regulator's"objectives." 2012]""""""""""""""""""""""" """""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 1501" Do"Lenders"Make"Effective"Regulators?" " " While"in"the"standard"model"of"the"regulatory"relationship,"a"public"authority"regulates"the" actions"of"private"actors,"a"number"of"other"forms"of"regulatory"relationship"are"possible." Internal" government" watchdogs," for" instance," regulate" other" governmental" organizations, 54 "and"private"actors"may"regulate"the"actions"of"other"private"actors.
55 " " Regulatory"relationships"are"complicated"further"by"the"fact"that"no"regulatory"relationship" exists" in" a" vacuum." Regulation" exists" within" a" regime," defined" by" Krasner" as" a" set" of" "principles," norms," rules," and" decision@making" procedures" around" which" actor" expectations"converge"in"a"given"issue@area." 56 "These"norms"may"be"shaped"by"regulators," the" subjects" of" regulation," NGOs," and" IGOs.
57
" Because" these" norms" and" principles" shape" the" content" of" regulation" in" an" issue" area," it" is" necessary," when" examining" a" regulatory" framework,"to"keep"in"mind"the"regime"it"exists"within.
58 " " The" Equator" Principles" are" best" viewed" as" existing" within" a" broader" regime" aimed" at" mitigating"environmental"and"social"risks"produced"by"businesses. 59 "Key"actors"within"this" regime" include" lenders," borrowers," NGOs," and" governments." The" Equator" Principles" give" 633"(describing"the"rise"of"a"system"of"global"environmental"law,"of"which"they"claim"the"Equator"Principles"is"a" part;" though" they" refer" to" this" "set" of" legal" principles" developed" by" national," international," and" transnational" regulatory"systems"to"protect"the"environment"and"manage"natural"resources""as"a""body"of"law""rather"than"a" regime,"their"emphases"on"converging"expectations"and"approaches"and"the"role"of"principles"and"norms"that"are" not" strictly" binding," such" as" the" Equator" Principles," indicates" that" this" system" of" principles" can" likely" also" be" characterized"as"a"regime)."
"" " """" [Vol."13"No."12 1534" G e r m a n " L a w " J o u r n a l " rise" to" two" key" regulatory" relationships" within" this" regime:" (1)" a" relationship" whereby" lenders"regulate"the"conduct"of"borrowers"by"means"of"loan"agreements"modeled"on"the" Equator"Principles,
60
"and"(2)"a"relationship"whereby"lenders"regulate"each"other's"conduct" through" the" creation" of" best" practice" standards" that" banks" endeavor" to" incorporate" into" loan"agreements.
61 "This"article"focuses"on"the"first"of"these"relationships,"in"part"because"
assessing"lenders'"ability"to"ensure"that"other"lenders"adhere"to"the"Equator"Principles"is"a" worthwhile"endeavor"only"if"the"Equator"Principles"themselves"provide"an"effective"means" of"regulating"borrowers'"conduct. 62 " " Evaluating" the" effectiveness" of" any" regulatory" regime" requires" the" assessment" of" incomplete,"often"qualitative"evidence."Such"evidence"does"not"lend"itself"to"the"reaching" of" conclusive" answers," and" I" do" not" presume" to" reach" such" conclusions" here." My" main" objective,"rather,"is"to"help"frame"the"debate"in"two"ways."First,"instead"of"engaging"in"an" overall" assessment" of" the" Equator" Principles'" effectiveness," I" look" separately" at" lenders'" ability" to" carry" out" three" tasks" central" to" regulation" -" standard" setting," monitoring," and" enforcement" -" in" their" regulatory" relationships" with" lenders." Second," I" consider" whether" other" actors" working" within" the" same" regime" as" the" Equator" Principles," such" as" governments"or"IGOs,"are"better"placed"to"carry"out"these"tasks." " " " " " " " 60 " The" use" of" contracts" as" a" regulatory" tool" has" been" well@documented" in" existing" literature." See# e.g.," Arthur" L."371,"385"(2008)"(which"describes"the"Equator"Principles"in"the"same"terms)." 62 " Evaluating" the" effectiveness" of" the" second" of" these" relationships" also" poses" considerable" challenges" that" require"deeper"examination"than"would"be"possible"here."For"example,"how"likely"is"it"that"Chinese"and"Russian" banks,"which"account"for"a"growing"portion"of"the"project"finance"sector,"will"be"convinced"to"adopt"the"Equator" Principles?" By" what" means" can" the" governance" of" the" Equator" Principles" Association," along" with" the" standards" that" apply" to" lenders'" disclose" of" their" implementation" of" the" Equator" Principles," be" modified" so" as" discourage" lenders" from" free" riding," that" is," taking" advantage" of" the" reputational" benefits" of" being" associated" with" the" Equator"Principles"without"incurring"the"short"term"costs"of"compliance."For"summaries"of"various"stakeholders'" views"of"these"challenges,"see"Conley"&"Williams,"supra#note"16,"at"25@26;"Lazarus"&"Feldman,"supra"note"51,"at"7," 9." 2012]"""""""""""""""""""""""
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 1501" Do"Lenders"Make"Effective"Regulators?" I.#Standard#Setting# # It"is"the"act"of"setting"standards"that"gives"rise"to"a"regulatory"relationship,"and"it"is"for"this" reason"that"I"consider"it"first"here.
63 "Rather"than"assessing"the"substantive"effectiveness"of" the" Equator" Principles," an" analysis" that" has" already" been" carried" out" in" countless" NGO" reports, 64 "and"which"would"likely"lose"its"currency"as"the"Equator"Principles"are"revised,"in" this"section"I"look"more"broadly"at"whether"lenders"possess"characteristics"likely"to"make" them" effective" standard" setters," and" whether" other" actors" could" be" better" placed" to" set" effective"standards." " Generally,
65
"a"regulator"is"seen"as"likely"to"set"effective"standards"if"it"(1)"is"independent, 66 "
(2)" possesses" relevant" expertise, 67 " (3)" follows" procedures" that" are" seen" as" fair,
68
" and" (4)" sets"rules"that"reasonably"relate"to"its"policy"objectives.
69
" 63 " But# see" HOOD," ROTHSTEIN" &" BALDWIN," supra# note# 7," at" 24@28" (which" begins" by" examining" regulators'" roles" as" monitors,"on"the"basis"that"a"regulator"can"only"determine"whether"regulation"is"necessary"by"observing"activity" within"a"regime)."
"
See# generally" Focus:" The# Equator# Principles," BANKTRACK," available" at:" http://www.banktrack.org/show/pages/equator_principles"(last"accessed:"1"December"2012)." 65 " I" work" from" the" assumption" that" regulation" is" an" effective" and" legitimate" means" of" achieving" policy" goals." I" acknowledge," however," that" this" assumption" is" far" from" uncontroversial." See# e.g.," Gerald" Frug," The# Ideology# of# Bureaucracy#in#American#Law,"97"HARV."L."REV"1276 "(1983 "(arguing"for"the"replacement"of"impersonal"regulatory" bureaucracies," in" the" form" of" administrative" agencies" and" corporations," with" more" participatory," community@ oriented"forms"of"governance);"Ian"Macneil,"Bureaucracy,#Liberalism#and#Community#-#American#Style,"79"NW."U." L."REV."900,"901"(1984@85)"(also"citing""fundamental"problems"with"a"fully"bureaucratized"world")."
"""" [Vol."13"No."12 1536" G e r m a n " L a w " J o u r n a l " " The"first"factor,"on"its"face,"tends"to"weigh"against"lenders."Lenders"are"not"independent," as"their"decision@making"processes"are"driven"in"large"part"by"their"interest"in"producing"a" profit" and" increasing" their" share" of" the" project" finance" sector" at" the" expense" of" their" competitors." But" this" lack" of" independence" does" not" necessarily" prevent" lenders" from" setting" effective" standards." First," while" financial" institutions" continue" to" view" their" interests" as" defined" largely" by" short@term," firm@level" considerations," there" is" a" growing" recognition"that"financial"institutions'"interests"are"more"accurately"defined"primarily"with" reference" to" long@term," more" systemic" considerations," including" global" sustainable" development.
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"Second,"bank"executives"view"themselves"and"their"employers"not"only"as"
to" policy"); " Sunstein, " id."at"442"(referring"to""the"New"Deal"belief"in"the"importance"of"technical"expertise"and" immersion"in"the"facts") ."This"view"remains"relevant"today:"see#e.g.,"Ethyl"Corp."v."EPA,"541"F.2d"1,"36"(D.C."Cir." 1976)"("the"court"must"give"due"deference"to"the"agency's"ability"to"rely"on"its"own"developed"expertise");"IOSCO," OBJECTIVES" AND" PRINCIPLES" OF" SECURITIES" REGULATION," id." at" section" 6.4" (noting" that" an" effective" securities" regulator" "requires"adequate"funding"…"[to]"retain[]"experienced"staff")."
68 "See#e.g.,"IOSCO,"OBJECTIVES"AND"PRINCIPLES"OF"SECURITIES"REGULATION,"id."at"section"6.5"("In"exercising"its"powers"and" discharging"its"functions,"the"regulator"should"adopt"processes"which"are"…"fair"and"equitable");"OECD,"Engaging# Citizens# in# Policy5making:# Information,# Consultation# and# Public# Participation# (OECD" Public" Management" Policy" Brief,"No.10,"July"2001)"("Strengthening"relations"with"citizens"…"allows"government"to"tap"new"sources"of"policy@ relevant"ideas,"information"and"resources"when"making"decisions");"Richard"Stewart,#U.S.#Administrative#Law:#A# Model# for# Global# Administrative# Law?," 68" L." &" CONTEMP." PROBS." 63," 75" (2005," noting" that" procedural" fairness" in" rulemaking"serves"the""broader"goal"of"promoting#responsiveness#and#securing#accountability#to#social#interests# and#values"" [emphasis"in"original] );"ALLEN" LIND"&"TOM"TYLER,"THE"SOCIAL"PSYCHOLOGY"OF"PROCEDURAL"JUSTICE"(1988) "at" 187"("fair"procedures"lead"to"greater"compliance"with"the"rules"and"decisions"with"which"they"are"associated")."
69 " Though" regulators," as" noted" above," are" ideally" expert" in" their" field," courts," in" reviewing" the" decisions" of" regulators"established"by"legislatures,"have"routinely"held"that"non@experts"(i.e.,"courts)"are"capable"of"assessing" whether"regulatory"standards"reasonably"relate"to"the"policy"goals"defined"in"the"regulator's"enabling"statute." See" e.g.,"Chevron"U.S.A."v."Natural"Resources"Defense"Council,"467"U.S."837,"843"(1984); "Associated"Provincial"Picture" Houses"v."Wednesbury"Corporation"[1947] "EWCA"Civ"1," [1948] "1"K.B."223;"Jan"Oster,"Judicial#Review#in#German# and# US# Administrative# Systems," 9" GERM." L.J." 1267 ," 1271 " (2008 ," available" at:" http://www.germanlawjournal.com/pdfs/Vol09No10/PDF_Vol_09_No_10_1267@1296_Articles_Oster.pdf" (last" accessed:" 1" December" 2012," stating" that" judicial" review" in" Germany," absent" an" explicit" statement" by" the" legislature"on"the"issue"of"deference,"is"based"on"a"similar"consideration"of"whether"the"regulator's"rulemaking"is" based"on""irrelevant"elements")."In"assessing"the"reasonableness"of"the"standards"set"in"the"Equator"Principles,"I" look"to"standards"set"by"other"regulators"within"the"same"regime."
70 " See# e.g.," David" Barton," Capitalism# for# the# Long# Term," 89(3)" HARV." BUS." REV." 84" (2011);" James" Hawley," Keith" Johnson" &" Edward" Waitzer," Reclaiming# Fiduciary# Duty# Balance," 2" ROTMAN" INT'L" J." OF" PENSION" MGMT." 4" (2011);" Andrew"Haldane"&"Richard"Davies,"The#Short#Long"(Paper"presented"to"the"29th"Société"Universitaire"Européene" de"Recherches"Finanacières"Colloquium,"Brussels,"May"2011),"available"at:"http://www.bankofengland.co.uk"(last" accessed:"1"December"2012)." 2012]""""""""""""""""""""""" """""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 1501" Do"Lenders"Make"Effective"Regulators?" rational"interest@maximizers,"but"as"law@abiding,"socially"responsible"(corporate)"citizens. 71 "
They" are" led" to" protect" this" self@image" by" adopting" meaningful" environmental" and" social" standards," even" if" the" adoption" of" these" standards" has" no" direct" effect" on" shareholder" value. 72 " They" understand" that" adopting" meaningful" private" standards" protects" their"
reputations" from" attack" by" NGOs.
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" Third," by" setting" meaningful" standards" and" encouraging"their"competitors"to"do"the"same,"lenders"protect"both"their"short@"and"long@ term"interests"by"ensuring"that"they"are"not"undercut"by"competitors"that"are"less"likely"to" be"targeted"by"NGOs.
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" " Furthermore," lenders" fare" somewhat" better" when" one" looks" at" the" second" criterion," expertise." Large" commercial" banks" possess" technical" knowledge" of" the" different" kinds" of" projects"built"as"a"result"of"project"finance"through"their"due"diligence."In"negotiating"and" drafting" loan" agreements," they" have" acquired" an" understanding" of" the" legal" frameworks" within" which" project" finance" operates." Through" their" work" in" developed" countries," they" have" acquired" an" understanding" of" the" regulatory" frameworks" for" the" management" of" environmental"and"social"risk"imposed"by"developed"country"governments."This"expertise" would"seem"to"place"banks"in"a"stronger"position"than"governments"in"LDCs"or"a"new"IGO," either"of"which"would"likely"need"to"acquire"new"expertise"to"set"effective"standards. 1735," 1789@99" (2001," emphasizing" the" role" of" corporate" law" in" framing" corporate" fiduciaries'" view" of" their" responsibility" to" act" responsibly" and" in" good" faith," with" adequate" regard" for" the" interests" of" others);" Conley" &" Williams," supra" note" 16," at" 20@21" (noting" that" project" finance" professionals" they" surveyed" cited" lenders'" motivation" to" "be" a" good" citizen,"" along" with" sustained" advocacy" by" "internal" champions"" working" in" lenders'" upper" echelons," as" factors" that" contributed" to" widespread" adoption" of" the" Equator" Principles)." For" a" more" incentives@based"view"of"the"value"of"a"corporation's"reputation"as"a"good"citizen,"see"Vandenbergh,"supra#note"1," at"946@47. Overview,"in"RESEARCH"HANDBOOK"ON"INTERNATIONAL"BANKING"AND"GOVERNANCE"427,"447@48"(James"R."Barth,"Chen"Lin"&" Clas"Wihlborg"eds.,"2012 )"(which"reviews"studies"showing"no"obvious"link"between"the"adoption"of"environmental" and"social"standards"by"banks"and""financial"performance""or""stock"performance")."
73 " See"supra#notes"20522"and"accompanying"text." 74 "Franck"Amalric,"The# Equator# Principles:# a# step# towards# sustainability?,"at"5@6" (Working" Paper" Series," No." 1/5," Center" for" Corporate" Responsibility" and" Sustainability," University" of" Zurich," 2005);" O'Sullivan" &" O'Dwyer," supra# note#20,"at"565."See"also"Vandenberg,"supra#note#1,#at"947,"950"(describing"how"major"firms"in"the"retail"sector" have"used"similar"tactics"to"protect"themselves"from"smaller"competitors)." """" [Vol."13"No."12 1538" G e r m a n " L a w " J o u r n a l " " " That"being"said,"lenders"do"not"have"a"monopoly"on"expertise."For"instance,"governments" and" NGOs" are" likely" better" placed" than" lenders" to" understand" the" implications" projects" have"for"affected"communities."Lenders"are,"however,"capable"of"acquiring"this"expertise" by" following" fair" procedures" before" setting" standards," as" these" procedures" require" the" regulator" to" receive" and" consider" submissions" from" these" organizations" and" other" interested"parties." " The" U.S." Administrative" Procedure" Act" (USAPA)
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" and" the" Consultation" Policy" and" Procedures" of" the" International" Organization" of" Securities" Commissions" (IOSCO" Consultation" Policy) 77 " provide" models" for" the" promulgation" of" fair" standards." Both" the" USAPA" and," generally,
78
" the" IOSCO" Consultation" Policy" require" that" the" following" procedures"be"followed"before"new"standards"are"promulgated:"(1)"public"notice"must"be" given"of"the"proposed"rulemaking,"(2)"interested"parties"must"be"given"a"reasonable"period" of"time"(three"months"in"the"case"of"the"IOSCO"Consultation"Policy,"and"generally"60"days" in" the" case" of" the" USAPA) 79 " to" submit" written" comments" on" the" proposed" rulemaking," which"are"generally"posted"publicly"by"the"regulator,"and"(3)"the"regulator"must"take"these" comments" into" account" and" address" them" a" final" release" that" explains" the" reasons" for" adopting"the"new"rules. 
